
When Diane DiCarlo and Jeanne Leszczynski decided to build a winter home in 
Florida, they had two main requirements: that the structure be a “piece of art” and that 
“every inch of space be useable space.” That’s all it took for architect Jerry Sparkman 
to create a concept that married stunning design with ultimate practicality.  

Having left behind careers in pharmaceutical science and drapery making and 
surviving a stint as hoteliers, the Provincetown, MA-based couple could not have 
cared less about resale value. Their goal was a unique home they could “fill with 
folly” to reflect their whimsy and joie de vivre. They did slightly part ways on one 
issue: the view. One wanted a house she could see completely through to the 
water from the front door; the other was more interested in the intimate view of the 
mangroves to the east. They got both in an abstract, glass enclosed home on a 
bayou inspired, Jerry Sparkman says, by the contrast of white geometric volumes 
against the Florida sky. 

Sparkman says the couple were part of what he sees as a growing trend, which 
is people choosing to build smaller second homes more focused on design and 
sustainability than square footage. The project also spoke to the architect’s personal 
passion – creating passive solar homes that use design to keep temperatures cool 
in Florida’s sun and save their owners significant electricity costs. 

“Take the sweeping roofline,” Sparkman explained. “It not only creates 
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a presence for the home, it also keeps direct sunlight from the many windows of 
the house through its overhang.” The goal, he said, is to get as close as possible 
to “net zero buildings,” creating a 1:1 ratio between glass and overhang. 

Another trend the project reflects, Sparkman continued, is a cohesive design 
that incorporates the home’s exterior, interior and landscaping as a flow-through 
concept extending to a small pool and a guest room with separate entrance and a 
recessed door to keep lines clean.  

Not yet completed, the home already is drawing attention, as boaters and 
motorists cruise by to see this spectacular structure or, as its architect describes 
it, “life-size sculpture with appealing geometries and artful combination of form 
and space.”
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